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A reward in the spring for gardeners
What a gardening year it has been! All of the digging, seeding, watering, planting, pruning,
mulching, raking and harvesting have rewarded us well. The garden and gardener are now
prepared to enjoy a respite going into the winter months. But wait. Are you sure you are done?
Did you neglect to clean your garden tools? Guilty as charged, Your Honor!
Ideally it is best to clean and disinfect your implements every time they are used, but most of us
probably don’t. Late fall is a great time to give these hard-working tools a good cleaning and
sharpening to prepare them for storage and the new gardening year ahead. Any tool with nuts
and bolts, screws, blades or chains will need sharpening and maintenance.
Just as a keen kitchen knife eases food preparation, sharp garden tools allow more efficient
cutting, are easier to use and last longer. A sharp blade is less likely to slip and will cause less
cell damage to the plant, while a dull blade will crush, not cut, the plant stem. The sharp edge
allows the plant to heal faster with less chance of infection due to adverse weather or fungi.
Shovel blades should be sharpened to increase ease of use. Sharpen them at a 45-degree angle by
running a file across the edge until sharp. For pruners, sharpen periodically using a whetstone or
carbide sharpener to give the blades a finer edge. Sharpen at the same angle of the blade, taking
care to file out any notches or cuts. For larger or more irregular blades, research techniques from
trusted sources and follow directions closely, or consider taking these blades in for professional
honing each year. Many find that lawn mower blades are particularly tricky, as improper
sharpening can make them out of balance, which can harm the mower motor as it turns at high
speeds.
Clean garden tools prevent the spread of disease around the garden. When working with infected
plants or pruning out diseased limbs, thorough cleaning deters the spread of infection. Keep a
container of rubbing alcohol, bleach (1 part bleach to 9 parts water) or disinfectant on hand to
clean blades between pruning each plant. Clean sticky plant sap from blades of saws or pruners
using paint thinner, then wipe down with a rag.
The main enemy of most metal tools is rust. To clean, soak rusty tools in a weak (1:1) vinegar:
water solution for 24 hours. Cheap white vinegar works well for this. After soaking, wipe dry
with paper towels then use steel wool to remove the rust. You may have to repeat the process
before all rust is removed. Severely rusted tools may require sanding with rough sandpaper or a
wire bristle brush. In extreme cases, a drill with a wire brush attachment or wire wheel can be
used. Be sure to wear safety glasses doing this procedure. Use a light, circular motion rather than

scraping to avoid thinning or scratching the metal beneath. After any de-rusting, wipe the metal
with a coat of oil. To avoid rust problems, consider purchasing stainless steel tools.
For day-to-day maintenance for tools such as shovels, hoes and garden forks that are used in soil,
it is convenient to set up a cleaning station which includes a stiff wire brush with a scraper end, a
rag, and a bucket filled with sand or kitty litter and moistened with mineral or linseed oil. When
your gardening day is done, use a stiff wire brush to dislodge the debris then rinse your tools
using a stream of water from the garden hose. Dry thoroughly. Drag the tool through the
sand/oil mixture to coat the blade. The oil coating will retard moisture and limit rust, and the
sand helps provide abrasion to remove residual soil.

Set up a cleaning station with a stiff wire brush, a rag and a bucket filled with sand. Photo by Nancy
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Pruners are most easily washed with a nail brush or scrub pad using soap and water. Dry
thoroughly then lubricate a drop or two of a multipurpose household oil, machine oil or grease
into the pivot point to allow blades to move freely and not catch or rub. Use mineral spirits to
remove residue. If pruners are dull, give them a sharpening, being careful to slide the blade along
the stone in one direction until sharp. Keep the file at the correct angle to the edge of the tool
surface you are sharpening. Next, check that all tool bolts and screws are tight.
Dry wooden handles can split or break. Using the lightly oiled rag near the sand bucket, give
handles a swipe after each use. Twice each season sand the wood with medium grit sandpaper
then rub with a slightly moistened linseed oil rag to create a protective layer. Allow all oil rags to

dry in the open air to avoid the risk of combustion. Store wood handled tools indoors in a dry
storage area.
The correct storage of garden tools will give them longer life and keep them sharper longer.
Store items separately in a dry place such as a shed, garage or closet. Keep them off the floor to
prevent moisture, rust and dulling. Consider adding hanging racks or a pegboard rack system.
Place a waterproof cover over any machine, such as a lawn mower, that must be stored outside
due to lack of storage space.
Taking the time to set up a simple cleaning station for next year and doing some additional
cleaning and maintenance of your garden tools now will reward you well when spring once again
smiles upon us.
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